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Bühlertann, Germany. 21 March, 2019 

Distance assistant: Even more safety and even more 
convenience when working with a remote-controlled 
mower 

With the AS 940 Sherpa 4WD RC, AS-Motor Germany GmbH & Co KG 
offers a ride-on mower for difficult mowing jobs that can also be operated 
by remote control – a major advantage on steep slopes or under low-
hanging branches. A new distance assistance system makes the device 
even safer and even more convenient. 

There are many situations where the capability of the ride-on mower operator to 
dismount and control the device by remote control is advantageous. This 
capability increases safety on difficult and steep terrain and it increases mowing 
convenience. The new distance assistance system for the remote-controlled 
ride-on mower AS 940 Sherpa 4WD RC not only increases operator safety, it 
also facilitates work with the device. The system detects the operator's distance 
from the device and automatically adjusts certain device parameters, such as 
speed. This makes it easier, for example, to mow out difficult areas or to load 
the device.  

When the distance assistant is activated, the maximum driving speed, starting 
at a distance of approx. six metres to a distance of approx. two metres is 
gradually reduced to zero km/h – i.e. the device stops in front of the operator – 
thus preventing a collision. In addition, when the blade drive is switched on, if 
the operator is too close, the device first warns visually and then acoustically 
before automatically switching off the blade drive. Nevertheless, there are no 
unnecessary work interruptions, since the device only stops in the immediate 
vicinity of the operator or switches off the blade drive as a last measure. And if 
there are good reasons for the mower to be close to the operator when the 
mower is running: The operator can also deactivate the distance assistance 
system. 

The AS-Motor team will be available at demopark 2019 in Eisenach from 23 to 
25 June 2019 on Stand E-595 for discussions, demonstrations and tests. 

Additional information is provided at www.as-motor.com. 

((Prefix & continuous text: approx. 1.986 characters, including spaces)) 

 
YouTube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLqXsENxtcHxyEQ4zUO147g 

 
About AS-Motor Germany GmbH & Co. KG: 
AS-Motor Germany GmbH & Co. KG, headquartered in Bühlertann, Germany, has been 
developing and producing special motorised devices for garden and landscape care since 1959 
and has coined the term Allmäher. The AS-Motor devices are made for extreme requirements, 

http://www.as-motor.com/
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such as inclines of more than 35 degrees or high growth. The Swabian family company has more 
than 130 employees and manufactures the majority of the components itself.  
Additional information is provided at www.as-motor.com. 

Photographic material: 

(Attention, only screen resolution. Request print resolution at as-motor@pr-hoch-drei.de) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 1: When the distance assistant is 

activated, the maximum driving speed, 

starting at a distance of approx. six 

metres to a distance of approx. two 

metres is gradually reduced to zero km/h 

Photo credits: AS-Motor Germany GmbH & Co. KG 

 
We would be happy to answer any questions you may have. If you can use this information for 
your reporting, we would be pleased to receive a reference and/or a specimen copy. If you desire 
an exclusive professional article concerning this topic, or a specific aspect of this topic, please 
contact us. 

Contact for editorial offices: Contact for readers: 
 
PR hoch drei GmbH 
Ramona Riesterer 
Turnhallenweg 4 
79183 Waldkirch 

Tel.: +49 76 81 - 49 22 5 - 11 
as-motor@pr-hoch-drei.de   
www.pr-hoch-drei.de 

 
AS-Motor Germany GmbH & Co. KG 
Luisa Oesterle 
Ellwanger Strasse 15 
74424 Bühlertann 

Phone: +49  79 73 - 91 23 - 0 
luisa.oesterle@as-motor.de  
www.as-motor.com 
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